CUT RESISTANT GLOVES

FEATURING

DoubleGuard™

ANTIMICROBIAL PROTECTION

“PROTECTION THAT LASTS FOR THE LIFE OF THE GLOVE”

DOUBLE "D" KNITTING & GLOVE Inc, has worked to develop what we feel is the finest line of cut resistant gloves designed and built specifically for the restaurant and food service industry. All of our gloves contain DoubleGuard™ Antimicrobial Protection, and are CE certified and approved for sale in Europe. DoubleGuard™ Antimicrobial Protection will, reduce, prevent and eliminate bacteria from the surfaces of the gloves and cannot be washed out.

Spectra® / Spectra Guard yarn™
CUT RESISTANT GLOVES

Featuring

DoubleGuard™
Antimicrobial Protection

- **LITE “PRO”: Style # DD13-SP.** Lightweight 13 gauge, CE level 5, ANSI level 4, Spectra Guard® yarn cut resistant glove with DoubleGuard™ Antimicrobial Protection. If employee compliance is an issue, this glove is the answer to employee resistance to wearing hand protection. **LITE “PRO” gloves are the ultimate in lightweight cut resistant food preparation** and offer the highest degree of comfort, dexterity and fit available today. These gloves offer the wearer moderate protection, without the bulk or thickness of other gloves on the market today. **LITE “PRO” gloves** are the perfect choice for all food preparation operations and where total employee compliance is mandated for the use of cut resistant hand protection. Dishwasher safe. This style is also available in HACCP compliance colors.

- **MID “PRO”: Style # DD10-SP.** Medium weight 10 gauge, CE & ANSI level 5, Spectra Guard® yarn cut resistant glove with DoubleGuard™ Antimicrobial Protection. This is the best all around glove in the industry. These gloves offer 90% of the cut protection of a heavyweight glove, with about 45% less weight. These gloves are used in moderate to severe cut applications. This is an excellent choice where the highest level of cut protection is desired along with outstanding fit, comfort and flexibility. **MID “PRO”** 10 gage gloves offer the best of both worlds, the highest level of cut resistance (5) and outstanding fit, comfort and dexterity. **MID “PRO”** gloves can be used for all food preparation operations as well as portioning, de-boning operations and the handling and cleaning of slicer blades and other slicing equipment. Dishwasher safe. This style is also available in HACCP compliance colors.
• **MAX “PRO”: STYLE# DD7-SP.** Heavy weight 7 gauge, CE & ANSI level 5, Spectra Guard® yarn cut resistant glove featuring DoubleGuard™ Antimicrobial Protection. This is the toughest, most cut resistant, non-wire glove in our line. MAX “PRO” gloves offer the maximum cut resistant protection (CE & ANSI level 5) available in a fabric cut resistant glove, with great fit and dexterity. These gloves are typically worn for the highest hazard operations such as slaughterhouse & poultry operations, in boning and portioning operations and in restaurants, hotels and delicatessens for the cleaning of the slicing blades and machines. Dishwasher and washer & dryer safe.

**DOUBLEGUARD II™**

Featuring

**DoubleGuard™**

**ANTIMICROBIAL PROTECTION**

• **DOUBLEGUARD II™: STYLE# DD10-DG.** Medium weight, 10 gauge, CE & ANSI level 5, Spectra® Spectra Guard® and Stainless Steel yarn, cut resistant glove. The **DOUBLEGUARD II™** glove features both, **DoubleGuard™ Antimicrobial Protection**, and **Comfort Fit Technology™**. **DoubleGuard™ Antimicrobial Protection**, lasts for the life of the glove and cannot be washed out. The **DOUBLEGUARD II™** is the latest in yarn technology. This technology combines both super cut resistant Spectra® and Stainless steel to give maximum cut resistance and protection. Gloves with **Comfort Fit Technology™** are pre-washed for better fit, feel, comfort and dexterity. Gloves are natural in color. Sizes XX-Small thru X-Large are available. Distinctive colored upper cuff for easy identification in the work place, allows employers easy monitoring of hand safety programs. Excellent glove for all restaurant and food service applications. Great for all kitchen preparation operations as well as portioning, and trim operations. All gloves can be washed and dried. Bleach and sanitizer compatible. Can be washed in the dishwasher.

• **SILVER DOUBLEGUARD II™: STYLE # DD10-SL.** Medium weight, 10 gauge, CE & ANSI level 5. Spectra® Spectra Guard® and Stainless Steel yarn, cut resistant glove. The **SILVER DOUBLEGUARD II™** glove features both, **DoubleGuard™ Antimicrobial Protection**, and **Comfort Fit Technology™**. **DoubleGuard™ antimicrobial protection** lasts for the life of the glove and cannot be washed out. The **SILVER DOUBLEGUARD II™** is the latest in yarn technology. This technology combines both super cut resistant Spectra® and Stainless steel to give maximum cut resistance and protection. Unique silver color provides extended wear and gloves appear cleaner longer. Gloves with **Comfort Fit Technology™** are pre-washed for better fit, feel, comfort and dexterity. Gloves are SILVER in color. Sizes XX-Small thru X-Large are available. Distinctive colored upper cuff for easy identification in the work place, allows employers easy monitoring of hand safety programs. Excellent glove for all restaurant and food service applications. Great for all kitchen preparation operations as well as portioning, and trim operations. All gloves can be washed and dried. Bleach and sanitizer compatible. Can be washed in the dishwasher.
STAINLESS STEEL WIRE CORE

Featuring

DoubleGuard™

ANTIMICROBIAL PROTECTION

While stainless steel wire core gloves have been around for approximately 20 years, the construction has not significantly changed in over 15 years. We are now proud to offer a new state of the art, stainless steel wire core glove. This new technology allows us to finally offer a wire core glove that is comfortable to wear, flexible, and offers cut resistance not previously possible. If a glove is comfortable to wear, the workers will be more inclined to wear the product. In the past, wire core gloves were stiff and uncomfortable to wear. The yarn was so course that a cotton liner glove was supplied to prevent the chaffing of the knuckles and offer some comfort while wearing the glove. All “Wire Guard” cut resistant gloves feature DoubleGuard™ Antimicrobial Protection. DoubleGuard™ Antimicrobial will, reduce, prevent and eliminate bacteria and odor from the surfaces of the gloves.

- **7 GAGE “WIRE GUARD”: Style# DD7-WC.** Heavyweight 7 gage “Stainless steel wire core” with DoubleGuard™ Antimicrobial Protection This glove offers the highest degree of cut resistance / hand protection on the market today. Our patented technology allows us to manufacture a cut resistant glove using the traditional wire core while avoiding the “wire fragmentation” problem that is common with all wire core gloves. We do this by running multiple strands of stainless steel wire that are wrapped around the core. This unique and patented technology offers several advantages over the traditional way wire core gloves are manufactured. First, by using multiple wires that are wrapped around the core we are able to provide significantly more stainless steel wire exposure to the blade or other sharp objects that are trying to cut the yarn. In addition, by wrapping the wire around the outside of the core instead of up the middle, we are able to achieve a much higher degree of flexibility. This increased flexibility also translates into the virtual elimination of wire breakage. All wire core gloves from any manufacture will experience wire fatigue and breakage in the core. When this happens, the wires will escape the wrap and poke the user hands. Not only is this uncomfortable but in the slaughterhouse applications, severe infections can result from these sticks.

- **10 GAGE “WIRE GUARD”: Style# DD10-WC.** Medium weight 10 gage “Stainless steel wire core” with DoubleGuard™ Antimicrobial Protection. This medium weight glove offers cut resistant protection that is higher than any other 10-gage product available today. All of the features and benefits outlined above are utilized in the construction of this product. This style of glove offers perhaps the ultimate in all around cut resistant hand protection. The lighter weight and greater flexibility, coupled with cut resistance that is equal to, or greater than most heavyweight gloves on the market today, make this the ideal choice when maximum comfort and protection are desired.
• **13 GAGE “WIRE GUARD”: Style# DD13-WC** Lightweight 13 gage “stainless steel wire core” with DoubleGuard™ Antimicrobial Protection. This is the lightest and most comfortable of all of the wire core gloves we manufacture. This glove is used primarily as a liner glove. However due to the extremely high degree of cut resistance, this glove maybe worn as a primary protection product. The cut resistance of this glove is comparable to most other manufactures 10 gage medium weight products. This glove feels truly like a cotton/polyester glove and not like a highly cut resistant glove. Where a light to medium duty cut resistant glove is desired or required, this product will fill the need.

*Please remember that there is no absolute right glove for every application. All gloves should be properly tested and evaluated to ensure adequate protection for the application.* Please feel free to contact us at any time should you have any questions. Thank you for your interest in our product line.

Sincerely,

Dudley E. Duncan
Double D Knitting and Glove Inc.